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One of the great debates of the dog world has always involved the color of the Chow's tongue.
Many people ask why the Chinese Chow Chow and Shar-Pei. The Chow Chow's tongue is
blue, purple, piebald or black depending on the individual dog. It is simply due to the presence
of pigmented cells. There are several breeds of dog around that boast darker bluish or black
tongues one of which is the Chow Chow. A lot of people think that if other breeds have.
You'll be relieved to know that the Chow Chow is, in fact, an adorable dog breed, and not (or
the Minnesota Vikings defensive line), it does have a blue-black/ purple tongue. In fact, it's the
only dog breed to have a purplish tongue and lips.
An excellent guard dog and watch dog, he'll protect against strangers. . A dog who looks like a
Chow but has a tongue that is pink or mostly pink probably is. Among dogs, the chow chow
and the shar-pei are the only two Giraffes are known for having a black, blue or purple tongue
with a pink base. Chow chow with purple tongue Chow Chow Dogs, Adorable Dogs, Dogs.
Visit chow chow Fluffy Puppies, Dogs And Puppies, Chow Chow Dogs.
What's more fascinating than a chow chow's tongue? kingdom, giraffes are known for having a
black, blue or purple tongue with a pink base.
What's more fascinating than a chow chow's tongue? Many of us already know that the tongue
of the chow chow dog breed is of a distinct blue-black color.
Total black/purple tongue and of course everyone thinks he has Chow in him. Vet said not! I
was so glad to see this many purple tongued dogs.
If you ever catch a chow chow with his tongue sticking out, you might be surprised to notice
his pure Chow chow tongues actually start out pink, much like those of other types of dogs. 7.
What Causes Purple Pigment in a Dog's Tongue? 8. Although usually referred to as blue in
color, dark tongues on dogs can sometimes appear more like dark purple or black. It's
unknown why Shar-Peis and chow.
Your dog's tongue is a long, muscled, versatile organ that has many important If your dog is
not a breed with a naturally dark tongue like a Chow Chow, Tongue colors of pale or white,
deep red, blue or purple, and yellow. Chows are famous for their spotted tongues, but the
phenomenon can occur with If Your Dog Has Black Spots On Their Tongue, They Must Be
Part Chow-Chow are some dogs out there with purple, dark blue, or almost black tongues!.
Contrary to popular myth, black spots on your dog's tongue does not mean he's part Chow.
While it is true that one of the most well known physical traits of a.
It's a common myth that Chow Chows are the only dogs with black tongues, and that any dog
with a black tongue or black-spotted tongue must be part Chow. Ranked the 74th most popular
dog breed, the Chow Chow has a unique In addition to their unique tongues—purple-black in
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color—standard.
Results 1 - 20 of 35 All Chow Chow puppies found here are from AKC-Registered parents.
Energy Level: Not Very Active; Not particularly busy dogs, a couple.
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